
MUKWONAGO, WI — MARCH 24, 2020 — As the first new high-rise office building in San Antonio, Texas in 30 years, Frost  
Tower offers over 460,000 square feet of Class A+ office and retail space. The expansive ground-level lobby welcomes 
employees and guests with dramatic design elements including feature walls, creatively adorned with Banker Wire’s 
architectural woven wire mesh.

As an extremely versatile material, architectural wire mesh from Banker Wire is available in thousands of patterns—the 
perfect medium to satisfy any project regardless of function or aesthetic. For this particular application, the design 
concept by Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects called for a stunning wall covering that would provide visual interest with a glowing 
effect. Therefore, the design team thoughtfully chose Banker Wire’s M22-80 woven wire mesh pattern, which offers the 
ability to mix alloys to bring out a new dimension of texture and color characteristics that are unique to woven wire mesh. 

A combination of stainless steel on the vertical wires and brass on the horizontal wires gives off a colorful, luxurious 
appearance. The depth and movement of the beautifully contrasting woven wires dynamically change as the viewer’s 
perspective changes. The color visuals transition in and out from being completely separated to a combined balance of 
silver and gold tones.

To enhance the color and sparkling visual effect, custom mirror panels spanning 28 feet high were placed several inches 
behind the wire mesh to leverage the mix of alloys, lighting, and unique pairing of finishes. The open percentage of the 
M22-80 pattern creates a double image reflection in the mirror panels, allowing passersby to appreciate both sides of the 
nested helical crimped wires. Down lighting and exterior wall wash lighting illuminate the wire mesh even further.

“We were looking for a special and unique appearance for this important feature wall,” said John Lind, Senior Associate, 
Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects. “Banker Wire’s M22-80 wire mesh was the best option for this application. This product was 
offered at a competitive price without sacrificing quality or design.” 

In all, the lobby showcases two flanking feature walls that encompass 2,900 square feet and face outward, enclosing the 
elevator corridor. The walls measure 100 feet in length and more than 30 feet wide. G&H Contracting used the wire mesh 
to fabricate the panels with custom framing in a Duranar paint finish to ultimately create the main feature of the lobby. 

The unique design element created with the wire mesh is the primary focus of the space, as the architects intended. The 
bright and shimmering characteristics of the panels are unexpected, yet elegant in appearance, and fitting for an iconic 
building that also has a dramatic effect on San Antonio and the surrounding neighborhood.

###

About Banker Wire 
Banker Wire is the world’s leading manufacturer of woven and welded wire mesh for architectural and industrial 
applications. From intricate design highlights in architectural environments to large-scale industrial applications, the 
company’s scalable operations ensure every mesh job is precisely manufactured according to the specifications of each 
order. Durable, sustainable and available in thousands of patterns, wire mesh is the ideal medium to satisfy any project 
regardless of its function or aesthetic. Founded in 1896, Banker Wire’s state-of-the-art facility in Mukwonago, Wisconsin 
employs proprietary equipment and processes that have been refined for more than a century, bringing unmatched 
customization, variety, quality and service to customers globally. For more information visit www.bankerwire.com.

About Architectural Woven Wire Mesh
Pre-crimped woven wire mesh is constructed of individual wires that are crimped prior to being woven together on a 
loom. Pre-crimping the wires provides a much higher degree of control during the weaving process. This allows for far 
more intricate and interesting patterns, as well as unique customization, to meet the vision of the designer. Banker Wire 
has refined and innovated its crimping process more than any other manufacturer, delivering more than 8,000 different 
spacing, diameter, and crimp combinations, plus endless customization options. As a result, Banker can make any woven 
wire mesh pattern imaginable – manufactured to specify for any project type.

BANKER WIRE MESH SERVES AS A DRAMATIC FOCAL FEATURE IN FROST TOWER
Woven Wire Mesh Paired with Expansive Mirror and Lighting Transforms Lobby Entrance
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